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MEET THEIR FLEET:
Fleet size
5 vehicles
Fleet type
Company vans
Interview with fleet representative
Mike Meyer,
Managing Director

CFS’s fleet travels all across the country to service
‘data centers’, ensuring they are safer and more efficient.
The company’s mission is to provide a reliable and
quality service. So, running their fleet needs to be done
efficiently and without any high costs that could be
passed onto their customers.

Vimcar solutions
to real problems
Cutting costs

“We use Fleet Geo data
to help us with our costs.
How can Route History help your business?
Find out more

For multi-day jobs - on the other side of the UK Mike can now see if it’s cheaper for an engineer to
drive back home or stay in a hotel overnight.
He can also find out which driver is closest to a
particular appointment or if multiple drivers are
servicing the same areas at the same time. Fleet Geo
excels at identifying money-wasting issues in
your fleet.

“Fleet Geo does what it says:
it’s an easy-to-use tool.
Simple to install and there
are no ongoing costs.”

Vimcar solutions
to real problems
Boosting customer
service

“What’s great is having a helicopter view of
our vehicles at all times, providing customers
with accurate ETAs and ascertaining
when a driver has arrived and left a site.”
How can Live Tracking help your business?
Find out more

Fleet Geo’s customisable alerts notify Mike when a
driver is about to arrive at an appointment and when
a driver is leaving (and is therefore available for a
new job).
Our live map also allows Mike to give customers
accurate ETAs and find out which driver is closest
to an appointment request, meaning more customers
can be served in one day.

“From the Account Manager and initial interaction
to payment flexibility, everything is dead-easy and simple.”

Find out how Vimcar can be
tailored to help your business as well.
Get free advice

